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You sent us
your Son...

Geoffrey Lowson

Now the fact that I do not use
Facebook myself may lead you to the
conclusion that I do not approve of it or
like it. I do confess to being doubtful
about some aspects of social media and
the way it is shaping society, but I accept
that it is here to stay and that for many
people of all ages it is a major part of
their lives. I am positive about modern
methods of communication; e-mail,
mobile phone and texts. Indeed, when I
was working as parish priest, they were
essential. For example, many of the
couples that I had to deal with re
weddings and baptisms did not own a

T

he other day I heard of someone
with 823 friends; not about 820
but quite specifically 823. I could
feel slightly inadequate because I haven’t
any! Rest assured, there is no need to
worry about me; I am talking about the
phenomenon known as Facebook and
since I am not a member then obviously,
I don’t have any Facebook friends.
But the company will not miss me;
there 2.41 billion active members of
Facebook, two thirds of whom visit the
site every day. In total, people spend a
total of 56 billion minutes a day on the
site. Yes, you did read that correctly.
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1 1st Sunday of Advent

Isaiah 2.1–5, Psalm 122, Romans 		
13.11–end, Matthew 24.36–44
3 Francis Xavier, missionary, 1552
4 John of Damascus, monk, teacher of
the faith, c.749, Nicholas Ferrar, 		
deacon, founder of the Little Gidding
Community, 1637
6 Nicholas, bishop, c.326
7 Ambrose, bishop, teacher of the 		
faith, 397
8 2nd Sunday of Advent
Isaiah 11.1–10, Psalm 72.1–7, 18–19,
Romans 15.4–13, Matthew 3.1–12
13 Lucy, martyr, 304, Samuel Johnson,
moralist, 1784
14 John of the Cross, poet, teacher of 		
the faith, 1591
15 3rd Sunday of Advent
Isaiah 35.1–10, Psalm 146.4–10, 		
James 5.7–10, Matthew 11.2–11
17 Eglantyne Jebb, social reformer, 		
founder of ‘Save The Children’, 1928
22 4th Sunday of Advent
Isaiah 7.10–16, Psalm 80.1–8, 18–20,
Romans 1.1–7, Matthew 1.18–end
24 Christmas Eve
25 Christmas Day
29 1st Sunday of Christmas
Isaiah 63.7–9, Psalm 148, Hebrews
2.10–end, Matthew 2.13–end
31 John Wyclif, reformer, 1384
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days you sent us your Son, your perfect
image, bringing your kingdom, revealing
your will, dying, rising, reigning and
remaking your people for yourself.

land line telephone, everything was done
by text or email. I even use electronic
cards ‒ not usually to people in this
country (it is lovely getting a card or
letter through the post, isn’t it) ‒ but for
friends in other parts of the world they
are great.
Communication is at the heart of our
existence as social beings whether it be
communication in terms of work and
business or in terms of relationships
with friends and family.
One of my interests is worship
material from around the world. There is
a Eucharistic prayer from the church in
Kenya which has a form of words which I
think is lovely; the prayer goes:

Consider all those attempts God made to
communicate with the world; through
Abraham, through Moses, through the
great leaders of Israel and Judah, through
the prophets and so on. All those
attempts were only partially successful
and messages never quite got through. In
this period of Advent, we remind
ourselves of some of those attempts at
communication; the first Sunday of
Advent the patriarchs like Abraham; the
second week the prophets such as Isaiah,
the third week John the Baptist.
But at Christmas we retell the story of
God communicating with us in a unique
way ‒ what we think of and refer to as
the mystery of the incarnation. In other
words, God took fleshly form and came
amongst us. And in these last days you
sent us your Son, your perfect image.

From a wandering nomad you created
your family; for a burdened people you
raised up a leader; for a confused nation
you chose a king; for a rebellious people
you sent your prophets. And in these last
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prayer
Atmeh, Syria

Prayer of Blessing
By John Philip Newell
Peace where there is war
healing where there is hurt
memory where we have forgotten the other.
Vision where there is violence
light where there is madness
sight where we have blinded each other.
Atmeh, Syria - January
14, 2013: Internally
displaced Syrians,
including children, at
a refugee camp near
the Turkish border in
Atmeh, Syria

Comfort where this is sorrow
tears where there is hardness
laughter where we have missed life’s joy
laughter when we remember the joy.
Amen.
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Becoming
Reverend
Matt Woodcock

Saturday 14 August
on our backs in the water and talked
The whole camp went to see
about deep things. It was a moment to
Porthmadog FC play Cefn Druids this
feel utterly privileged to be alive. God
afternoon. It was like Christmas for the
has become real again. Close. Not just
lady running the club shop. We cleared
someone we discuss in a seminar.
out the place, gobbling up Porthmadog
hats, scarves and hoodies. We crowded
Monday 16 August
in behind the away goal, trebling the
I took a mini-bus full of campers sealattendance.
watching to Nefyn. I stupidly promised
A holy moment passed between us as
that they would definitely see some. The
a tent tonight. We laid on our backs in an
campers had reached a fever pitch of
open bit of the field to gaze up at the
excitement by the time we got to the
stars. We talked about the possibility of
vantage point. Unfortunately, the sea
other worlds, the vastness of the
was entirely empty of seals. The look of
universe and the majesty of God’s
disappointment on their young faces was
creation. And girls. They won’t shut up
awful. We waited and waited. Nothing. I
about girls. Before turning in, we were
was just about to make the call to head
treated to the most spectacular
back when, in a
shooting star. It flashed
moment of pure magic,
and blazed above us. I
seal’s head suddenly
hope it was a moment
‘We all dressed in apopped
out of the
these lads will always
remember. My heart is
black and crawled water. And then
another one! It was like
bursting with joy at
out on our
a scene from a film. I
serving God here.
stomachs to evade whooped and hollered
and danced around on
Sunday 15 August
the patrols.’
the rocks as the kids’
Being so close to
cameras clicked into
nature and living so
action. We ended the
simply at camp is doing
trip with ice cream and cans of Dr
special things to me. Ryan dragged me
Pepper.
up at 6 a.m. for a run and swim in the
Our tent discussion was a lively one
sea. The sun was coming up over the
after evening meeting tonight. One of
mountains in the distance. We floated
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now sit down when I wee. When did that
happen? Yet I feel that Red Bull must be
permanently coursing through my veins.
My mind is whirring and bubbling
constantly with a drive and an urge for
new adventures.
Anna cooked me poached eggs to
absolute perfection. My birthday gifts
included cinema tickets and wine gums.
Onwards.

the lads wants to pursue a career in the
Army. He asked if, in God’s eyes, it was
wrong for soldiers to kill. I prefer it when
they ask me about girls.
Tuesday 17 August
We sneaked our tent lads off the
campsite for an adventure after lights
out. We all dressed in black and crawled
out on our stomachs to evade the
patrols. We ran down to the beach with
bags of snacks and treats. It was like
something from an Enid Blyton novel,
only with rough northern teenagers who
swear and smoke. We laughed in the face
of health and safety, insurance, risk
assessments and the actual camp rules.
The boys needed this. We sat on the end
of the pier eating Hula Hoops and
Twiglets, throwing stones into the sea
and talking rubbish. They shared their
camp highlights and their hopes and
fears about going home. I gave each of
them a stone to keep somewhere as a
reminder that no matter how hard life
gets, God was with them always. Frankly,
I think they were expecting something a
bit more exciting than a stone.
As we sat under the Criccieth
moonlight it dawned on me that these
boys had helped to reignite my faith and
reaffirm my priestly calling. I gave thanks
to God for them. We got back to camp
undetected. And no one died. Result.

Monday 23 August
Anna has officially agreed to move to
Hull. It was dependent on me agreeing
to three non-negotiable conditions. She
wrote them down on a piece of paper
that I reluctantly had to sign. Not in
blood, thank goodness. If it gives Anna
some peace then so be it.
I’m so proud of her. The conditions are:
1. Don’t put any pressure on me to leave
my job in York.
2. Make every effort to move back to
York after 3–4 years if that is what I
want.
3. Drive me back to York if I really need
you to.
There’s a common theme here! The main
thing is that the move is on. Excitement
is stirring within me. The winds of
change – revolution even – are coming to
Holy Trinity. I can feel it. I dropped into
Lee’s shop for a pork pie to tell him
about Hull. We’re getting giddy about
our big rugby league Challenge Cup
weekend. His mum has been out for a
few dates. Lee isn’t taking it well. I know
how he feels. But we’ve got to let our
mums get on with living. It’s interesting
how they mother us for years and then
as we grow older and life gets messy we
try to father them.

Saturday 21 August
Birthdays are not for me any more.
Turning 35 today is a terrible thing. I’ve
got too much to do and see and
experience, but time’s running out! The
flecks of grey in my hair have become
whole strands. The creases around my
eyes are as deep as wood carvings. And I

This is an extract from Becoming Reverend by Matt Woodcock (Church House Press, £9.99).
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Bare Altars
Ronald Blythe

A

Lessons and Carols. Winter is all
departures and arrivals. The former is
back to front as usual, the cremation
preceding the service. An old friend, now
with God, wanted ten hymns.
‘You can only have three.’
‘Oh, very well.’
A relation from the other side of the
world would talk about her with tears.
No flowers in church. And the Second
Coming pushed to the back of our minds.
And the sweet scent of trampled
grass, and the squabbling directions, and
the river is high. It tugs at the iron bridge
that ties Essex to Suffolk, where the
Saxon ford would have been. ‘No heavy
traffic.’
A summer boat has been hauled up,
and lies meditatively in the rushes. Will
we have snow? Who knows? ‘Don’t
forget the bell-ringers’ service,’ Brian
says at the door. ‘You don’t have to do
anything, just the welcome and blessing.’
He does so much – they all do, and not

n early December afternoon,
with slanting sunlight. The feast
of Nicholas Ferrar, to be exact.
Does he have a feast? So he left Little
Gidding in Advent. Thinking of him, I see
such a sun drawing long shadows from a
group of elms that Vikram Seth and I
noticed growing there. In a circle, but too
close together.
Two horses on my meadow crop the
muddy grass, and will soon be moved on.
The sky is pink and yellow. Now and
then, a handful of starlings pass in full
flight. A few miles away, in both
directions, high streets will be crowded
with shoppers and plangent with canned
carols. The white cat dozes among
geraniums.
Girls call out from polished horses. ‘It
is coming!’ we shout – not Christmas,
but the storm. Only it often misses its
way, in spite of the forecasters’
directions.
I take a funeral, and prepare two Nine
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Thou Dayspring from
on High

only here, but in thousands of parishes.
Such music, such words. Only don’t rely
on the organ at Mount Bures, which goes
up when it should go down, or something
like that. I actually delight when, in
extremis, we sing unaccompanied.
We are to think of Samuel Johnson,
my boyhood hero. His statue looks
towards Fleet Street from St Clement
Danes, where Mother went to Sunday
school. He would walk from City church
to City church, hoping to hear a decent
sermon. But his ears failed him, dear,
good man.
His prayers are self-reproving. His
virtues were marvellously Christian. He
housed a trying female, fed his cats on
oysters, made a black boy his son,
suffered from multiple aches and
disfigurements, and confessed that the
ultimate of human happiness was to ride
in a swift carriage with a pretty woman.
I once carried Boswell’s Life of Doctor
Johnson round the Hebrides, reading it
wherever he went, not so much in his
footsteps as in his complaining shadow.
It was early summer, and I was youthful.
It was my first glimpse of Scotland.
Pressed flowers, bog cotton, campion,
and heather stain its pages. May on Skye!
Bare feet in the burns. And the tellingoff by my Wee Free landlady for
swimming on the sabbath. And in my
ears Dr Johnson’s grand put-downs. Poor
young Boswell. I’m not surprised that he
got drunk.
But now Advent all over again. The
coming of Christ. Its haunting language.
Its bare altars. Its wheeling birds. Its
heart breaking music. Its fear and its
glory. And all those names for Jesus –
Adonai,
Dayspring
of
Nations,
Emmanuel . . .

WHAT Coleridge called ‘the secret
ministry of frost’ was given early this
morning. At 5 a.m., they say. The garden
stiffens, the blackbirds catch the crumbs
that fall from the blue tits’ table. The air
is as sharp as a knife. The bare trees
creak. The sky scuds about. The postman
skids. I burn ash logs.
Keith, who mends the old house, looks
for indoor jobs. Christmas is coming. But
the High Street is restrained. In the public
library, which was built as a corn ex
change, a shelterer from the winter blast
complains about the modest heating.
But the village bus is moderately cosy. My
track crackles underfoot. We sing:
O come, thou Dayspring, come and
cheer, Our spirits by thine advent here.
Although, as a matter of fact, my spirits
are not low. Holy music keeps them high.
Advent song is the best of all. It has
something to do with its being better to
travel hopefully than to arrive (Robert
Louis Stevenson). I often include his
prayers when I take evensong. He wrote
them for his household in Samoa; so I
have to translate them to a cold climate.
The fresh flowers that his people put in
their ears at morning would have been
wilting. And that Edinburgh voice – and
the fleeting breath! He was forty four
when they carried him to the hilltop. He
said that every man was his own doctor
of divinity, in the last resort. He said that
we underrated the duty of being happy.
In an unfrozen afternoon, I do a bit of
raking. Rough toil brings the best
warmth. Bottengoms is sheltered. At
midnight at this time of the year, the
stars blaze down on it.

This is an extract from Stour Seasons by Ronald Blythe (Canterbury Press, £14.99).
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Colouring Competition

This competition is open to all ages and the winner will be chosen by The Editor.
Our favourite picture will win a book token!
Please send your entries to the address below, along with your name and address:
The Christmas Colouring Competition, The Sign, 3rd Floor, Invicta House, 108–114
Golden Lane, London EC1Y 0TG.
The deadline for submissions is 10th January and the winner will be announced in the
March edition of The Sign. Happy colouring!
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Recipe
Alpine Roll

2 Roll out the pastry to the size of a tea
towel. Thinly spread the mincemeat over
it, but not too close to the edges.

We can safely say that winter is
a-coming in. The shops and TV adverts
are full of snowy scenes and the tinkle of
Christmas bells. Never be put off by how
simple it is to make a pudding. This
Alpine roll takes minutes; it’s hardly a
recipe, and came from my wanting to do
something else with mincemeat beyond
pies. I like rum in the cream, but you can
use Cointreau, brandy, or even advocaat.

3 Lightly roll it up from one short edge
over to the other, and put it in the oven
for 20 minutes — but probably no more
than 30. The pastry needs to be cooked
and crispy.
4 Melt the white chocolate either in a
microwave or double boiler. Lightly whip
the rum into the cream, then stir in the
melted chocolate.

Ingredients
500g (17 oz) block of puff pastry
400g (14 oz) jar of mincemeat
150g (5 oz) white chocolate
350ml (9 fl. oz) double cream
125ml rum

5 Pour the mixture over the top of the
pastry roll and shake over some icing
sugar if you are so minded. Even
decorating with some holly can add to
this — the real stuff, or glacé cherries and
green angelica.

Method
1 Preheat the oven to 200°C/400°F/Gas 6.

This recipe is written by Simon Walsh and originally appeared in the Church Times
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books
murder, and the Bishop’s Chancellor was
charged. But Henry VIII and Cardinal
Wolsey quietly intervened, and the trial
collapsed. It became the scandal of the
decade, and, to this day, no one knows
for sure what really happened.
A fictional treatment, therefore, is
really the only satisfying way of resolving
this frustrating case. Richard Dale’s
account, which takes Hunne’s widow,
Anne, as its resourceful, determined,
priest-hating protagonist, lays out the
mystery and introduces us to scraps of
evidence about the fateful night one by
one, before finally giving us an account
that feels plausible in terms of the novel
and could very well be the actual truth.
Dr Alec Ryrie is Professor of the History of
Christianity at Durham University.

Murder in St Paul’s
Richard Dale
Matador £10.99 (£9.89)
Dominion:
The making of
the Western
mind
Tom Holland
Little, Brown
£25 (£22.50)

The murder of Richard Hunne is a subject
begging for a historical novelist. Hunne
was a well-connected London merchant
tailor, but also (probably) a Lollard, one
of the miscellaneous group of
disgruntled heretics in late-medieval
England who looked to John Wyclif for
inspiration.
A quarrel with his parish priest
escalated until, on 4 December 1514, he
was found dead in a cell in the Bishop of
London’s prison. The Church said that it
was suicide, and his corpse was burned
for heresy. An inquest said that it was

This is popular history and readable. It
has passages of striking writing and, at
more than 600 pages, lots of substance.
Its imagery and points of modern
comparison often have the vividness that
makes excellent broadcast documentary.
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PRASHANT KIDAMBI examines the
Indian cricket tour of the British Isles in
1911 not just as a sporting contest, but as
a context in which to view incipient
Indian nationalism as the Raj
approached its final decades.
The squad was a mix of Parsees,
Muslims, and Hindus, and their best
player, the stoic bowler Palwankar Baloo,
was from the caste of leather workers,
regarded as untouchable; their captain
was a youthful maharaja, and there was
great excitement in England at the
arrival of this diverse group.
Where the book is strongest is on the
diverse social contexts in which cricket
came to thrive: elite Muslim boarding
schools in the north of the country; the
Parsee community playing cricket on the
maidans of Bombay; the middle classes
taking up cricket in Calcutta, and so on.
This serves to highlight his overall thesis,
which is that, while cricket may once
have been seen as fundamentally
English, time has shown it to be much
more core to Indian identity than to
England’s, and the roots of this change
can be traced back further than is
usually thought.

So there is a good read here.
As its title declares, however, it has a
message, as well as a story to tell. This is
described at the end of the preface as an
attempt “to trace the course” of Chris
tianity as “subversive and disruptive”, and
how it “came to saturate the mindset of
Latin Christendom”. Dominion’s subtitle
is The making of the Western mind.
The book is divided into three “ages”:
“Antiquity”,
“Christendom”,
and
“Modernitas”, with the chronological
treatment adopted for the chapters
forming stepping-stones from one dated
episode to another. Each captures the
reader’s interest with a close-up of its
moment. These have the great strength
of high human interest.
Dr G. R. Evans is Emeritus Professor of
Medieval Theology and Intellectual History
in the University of Cambridge.

Cricket
Country:
An Indian
odyssey in the
age of empire
Prashant
Kidambi
OUP £25
(£22.50)

The Revd Robert Stanier
is Vicar of St Andrew
and St Mark, Surbiton,
and is captain of the
Southwark clergy
cricket team.

All three of these books can be purchased online at our
Church House Bookshop: www.chbookshop.co.uk
Enter the code SIGN19 at checkout for a 10% discount
off your purchase.
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poetry place

Epilogue: Sanctus
We gather as his Church on God’s good earth
And listen to the Requiem’s intense,
Long, love-laden keening, calling forth
Echoes of Eden, blessing every sense
With brimming blisses, every death with birth,
Until all passion passes into praise.
I bless the hidden threads that drew us here,
I bless this day, distinct amidst our days,
I bless the light, the music-laden air,
I bless the interweaving of our ways,
The lifting of the burdens that we bear,
I bless the broken body that we share.
Sanctus the heart, Sanctus the spirit cries,
Sanctus the flesh in every touch replies.

Malcolm Guite, from Sounding the Seasons.
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"I WAS HOMELESS AND
YOU GAVE ME A ROOM."
(Matthew 25:35, MSG Version)

Last winter there were 83,700 people
homeless in Britain.
Here at the Church Urban Fund we work across the country to tackle
the epidemic of homelessness through our Together Network.
Whatever your age or ability, please help us by taking part in
the Advent Sleepout Challenge this December:
www.sleepoutchallenge.org.uk
With your support we can offer shelter to thousands of people
experiencing homelessness this winter.

The Together Network is a key
programme of the Church Urban Fund.
Registered Charity number: 297483

wordsearch

FRUITCAKE GINGERBREAD MINCEPIE PANETTONE
PUDDING STOLLEN TRIFLE YULE LOG
Can you find the words listed in the grid? They may be written in any direction. The
sender of the first correct solution to be opened after the end of the month will
receive a £10 book token.
Send your entries to: December Wordsearch, The Sign, 3rd Floor, Invicta House,
108–114 Golden Lane, London EC1Y 0TG.
The closing date for submissions is 15th January.
The winner of the September Wordsearch was Mrs Mary V Waren.
Name .....................................................................................................................................
Address ..................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................ Postcode .......................................
Email ......................................................................................................................................
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